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 The Adventures of Beekle
The Unimaginary Friend
by  Dan Santat

ISBN: 9780316199988
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 40
Price: $19.00

Winner of the 2015 Caldecott Medal
This magical story begins on an island far away where an imaginary friend is born. He patiently waits his turn to be chosen by a real child, but when he is
overlooked time and again, he sets off on an incredible journey to the bustling city, where he finally meets his perfect match and-at long last-is given his
special name: Beekle.

New York Times bestselling and award-winning author and illustrator Dan Santat combines classic storytelling with breathtaking art, creating an
unforgettable tale about friendship, imagination, and the courage to find one's place in the world.

 Are You Ready to Play Outside? (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423113478
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2008-10-28
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In
Are You Ready to Play Outside?, Piggie can't wait to go play in the sunshine.  But will a rainy day ruin all the fun?

 Barnyard Dance! (Lap Edition)
by Sandra Boynton

ISBN: 9780761166160
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Workman Publishing Co
Pub. Date: 2011-10-12
Pages: 22
Price: $13.95

It's classic Boynton, supersized! Barnyard Dance! is available as a lap-sized board book. With their appealing format and sturdy board construction, Boynton
Lap Books are easy for little fingers to grasp, and are the perfect size for big people to read aloud during story time. The colorful illustrations positively pop
on the large pages. Kids will twirl with the pig, spin with the chickens, and trot with the turkey in Barnyard Dance!
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 A Big Guy Took My Ball! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)

by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423174912
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2013-05-21
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.
Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.
Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.

Gerald and Piggie are best friends.

In A Big Guy Took My Ball! Piggie is devastated when a big guy takes her ball! Gerald is big, too...but is he big enough to help his best friend?

 Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? Slide and Find
by Bill Martin

ISBN: 9780312509262
Binding: Board book 
Publisher: Priddy
Pub. Date: 2010-08-03
Pages: 24
Price: $12.99

Eric Carle's familiar illustrations of brown bear, red bird, yellow duck and the other endearing animals from his classic creation parade across the pages of
this great interactive board book. As each page is turned, a new animal and its color are introduced, accompanied by Bill Martin's singsong, rhyming
question-and-response text to read aloud or listen to. There are sliding doors throughout the book, which children will just love to open, so they can discover
what the next animal in this engaging story will be.  The contemporary classic . . . perfect for sharing with a group of preschoolers."  -   The Horn Book
Guide  "A picture book full of rhyme and repetition that will appeal to preschoolers. Carle's large collages bursting with color are perfect for the text."  -  
Booklist  "

 Can I Play Too? (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423119913
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2010-06-08
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not. Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald and Piggie are best friends. In Can I Play Too? Gerald and Piggie meet a new
snake friend who wants to join in a game of catch. But don't you need arms to catch? Mo Willems' Geisel Award-winning duo never fails to tickle readers of
all ages. Like previous Elephant & Piggie Books, this adventure has been vetted by an early learning specialist and emerging learners themselves. It turns
reading into play!
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 Click, Clack, Moo

Cows That Type
by  Doreen Cronin,  Betsy Lewin,  Randy Travis

ISBN: 9781442433700
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Little Simon
Pub. Date: 2011-10-04
Pages: 32
Price: $12.99

Farmer Brown has a problem. His cows like to type. All day long he hears: Click, clack, moo. Click, clack, moo. Click, clack, moo. But Farmer Brown's
problems REALLY begin when his cows start leaving him notes...Come join the fun as a bunch of literate cows turn Farmer Brown's farm upside-down!
This package includes a paperback book along with a CD of country music star Randy Travis reading this New York Times bestseller!

 The Dark
by Lemony Snicket

ISBN: 9781443417945
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2013-04-02
Pages: 40
Price: $19.99

A Globe & Mail 100 Selection
Two bestselling talents shed new light on an age-old fear
Lazlo is afraid of the dark. It hides in closets and sometimes sits behind the shower curtain, but mostly it lives in the basement. One night, when Lazlo's
nightlight burns out, the dark comes to visit him in his room. "Lazlo," the Dark says. "I want to show you something." And so Lazlo descends the basement
stairs to face his fears and discover a few comforting facts about the mysterious presence with whom all children must learn to live.
Beautifully rendered with sympathy and wit, this first collaboration between Snicket and Klassen offers a fresh take on a universal childhood experience.

 The Day the Crayons Quit
by Drew Daywalt

ISBN: 9780399255373
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Young Readers Group
Pub. Date: 2013-06-27
Pages: 40
Price: $19.00

Crayons have feelings, too, in this funny back-to-school story illustrated by the creator of Stuck and This Moose Belongs to Me--now a #1 New York Times
bestseller!
Poor Duncan just wants to color. But when he opens his box of crayons, he finds only letters, all saying the same thing: His crayons have had enough! They
quit! Beige Crayon is tired of playing second fiddle to Brown Crayon. Black wants to be used for more than just outlining. Blue needs a break from coloring
all those bodies of water. And Orange and Yellow are no longer speaking--each believes he is the true color of the sun.

What can Duncan possibly do to appease all of the crayons and get them back to doing what they do best?
 Kids will be imagining their own humorous conversations with crayons and coloring a blue streak after sharing laughs with Drew Daywalt and New York
Times bestseller Oliver Jeffers. This story is perfect as a back-to-school gift, for all budding artists, for fans of humorous books such as Don't Let the Pigeon
Drive the Bus by Mo Willems and The True Story of the Three Little Pigs by Jon Sciezka and Lane Smith, and for fans of Oliver Jeffers' Stuck, The
Incredible Book Eating Boy, Lost and Found, and This Moose Belongs to Me.
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 The Doghouse

by Jan Thomas

ISBN: 9780544430631
Binding: Board book 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 36
Price: $10.99

Mouse, Pig, Cow, and Duck are playing a carefree game of ball when (horror of horrors!) their ball gets kicked into . . . the doghouse . Who will risk a run-in
with scary Dog to get it back? Hysterical high anxiety ensues as Mouse volunteers each animal to do the dirty-work-but you'll never believe what's really
going on in the doghouse!      With Jan Thomas's fun, fresh art and priceless animal expressions, this timeless tale of fear and friendship will have readers
howling, and her spare text and delightful humor is perfect for the board book set.

 Elephants Cannot Dance! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423114109
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2009-06-09
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends. In
Elephants Cannot Dance! Piggie tries to teach Gerald some new moves. But will Gerald teach Piggie something even more important?

 Finn Throws a Fit!
by David Elliott

ISBN: 9780763656041
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2011-09-13
Pages: 32
Price: $8.00

Who among us hasn't encountered that force of nature called "a fit"? A best-selling author and illustrator depict a toddler's tantrum in all its horror and
hilarity.

 Flora and the Flamingo
by Molly Scharr Idle

ISBN: 9781452110066
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2013-02-05
Pages: 44
Price: $22.99

A 2014 Caldecott Honor Book In this innovative wordless picture book with interactive flaps, Flora and her graceful flamingo friend explore the trials and
joys of friendship through an elaborate synchronized dance. With a twist, a turn, and even a flop, these unlikely friends learn at last how to dance together in
perfect harmony. Full of humor and heart, this stunning performance (and splashy ending!) will have readers clapping for more! And coming this October!
Having mastered ballet in Flora and the Flamingo , Flora takes to the ice and forms an unexpected friendship in Flora and the Penguin .
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 Garbage Delight Board Book

by Dennis Lee

ISBN: 9781443446471
Binding: Board book 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-08-25
Pages: 
Price: $12.99

A delightful dose of "Canada's Father Goose" for pint-sized poetry fans! Based on the title poem of Dennis Lee's classic collection, Garbage Delight is a
feast for the senses, a stew of sly humour and memorable rhymes. This sturdy, standalone board book edition features winsome artwork by Sandy Nichols, 
who previously paired with Dennis Lee to create the bestseller Alligator Pie, and is a staple item for every toddler's bookshelf. 
"You can almost hear the skipping ropes slapping on the sidewalk." --Margaret Laurence

 Good Night, Teddy
by Francesca Ferri

ISBN: 9780764125959
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Barron's Educational Series
Pub. Date: 2003-08-01
Pages: 8
Price: $18.50

This padded cloth book for baby comes with a soft, pajama-clad teddy bear which can be taken out of the bed blanket on the book's front cover.  The bright
illustrations on each page show charming scenes that a toddler will recognize: play time, meal time, bath time and more.  Each illustration comes with a little
pocket where Teddy can be inserted as part of the new picture.  Teddy and your toddler can share the same experiences as they both get ready for bed.

 Grumpy Bird
by  Jeremy Tankard

ISBN: 9780439851473
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scholastic Canada
Pub. Date: 2007-04-01
Pages: 32
Price: $16.99

One morning, Bird wakes up feeling too grumpy to eat or play - too grumpy even to fly. Fortunately, his animal friends know how to help Bird shake his bad
mood. This refreshingly original picture book is sure to help kids giggle away their bad moods, too! 
"The best thing about it is the comic perfection of Bird's face as he marches along in a fury." -The Wall Street Journal "Whimsical and funny...keep this
energetic picture book in mind for wee storytime members." -Kirkus Reviews

 Happy Pig Day! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423143420
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2011-10-04
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In
Happy Pig Day! Piggie celebrates her favorite day of the year! But will Gerald the Elephant be included in the festivities? Using vocabulary that is perfect
for beginning readers (and vetted by an early-learning specialist), Mo Willems has crafted a heartfelt story about celebrating the special occasions in life.
Fans of the Geisel Award-winning duo will want to join the party!
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 I Am Going! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)

by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423119906
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2010-01-26
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not. Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.

Gerald and Piggie are best friends.

In I Am Going!, Piggie ruins a perfectly good day by telling Gerald she is going. If Piggie goes, who will Gerald skip with, play Ping-Pong with, and wear
silly hats with?

Willems's Geisel Award winning duo continues to delight readers with their silly shenanigans. Packed full of humor and heart, the Elephant & Piggie Books
are vetted by an early-learning specialist and early learners themselves, so they'll be right on target for new readers.

 I Am Invited to a Party!
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423106876
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Elephant & Piggie Books
Publisher: H.B. Fenn & Company
Pub. Date: 2007-07-01
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In I
Am Invited to a Party!  Piggie is invited to her first party.  She doesn't know what to wear, though, so she asks her best friend Elephant for help.  Elephant's
advice is odd to say the least, so Piggie will try on all sorts of zany outfits before finally arriving at the party for a hilarious surprise.

 I Broke My Trunk! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423133094
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2011-02-08
Pages: 64
Price: $9.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to. Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In I
Broke My Trunk! Gerald tells Piggie the long, crazy story about breaking his trunk. Will Piggie end up with a long, crazy story of her own? Once again, Mo
Willems creates another hilarious escapade starring the Geisel Award-winning duo. Vetted by an early-learning specialist, I Broke My Trunk! will have
readers breaking into laughter left and right!

 I Love My New Toy! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423109617
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2008-06-03
Pages: 64
Price: $9.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In I
Love My New Toy!, Piggie can't wait to show Gerald her brand new toy.  But will an accidentally broken toy accidentally break a friendship?
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 I Really Like Slop! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)

by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781484722626
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2015-10-27
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends. In I
Really Like Slop!, Piggie invites Gerald to try her favorite food . . . slop. But Gerald is not so sure he's going to like it. At all.

 I Want My Hat Back
by Jon Klassen

ISBN: 9780763655983
Binding: Hardback 
Series: E. B. White Read-Aloud Award. Picture Books
Publisher: Candlewick
Pub. Date: 2011-09-27
Pages: 40
Price: $18.00

The bear’s hat is gone, and he wants it back. Patiently and politely, he asks the animals he comes across, one by one, whether they have seen it. Each animal
says no, some more elaborately than others. But just as the bear begins to despond, a deer comes by and asks a simple question that sparks the bear’s
memory and renews his search with a vengeance. Told completely in dialogue, this delicious take on the classic repetitive tale plays out in sly illustrations
laced with visual humor— and winks at the reader with a wry irreverence that will have kids of all ages thrilled to be in on the joke. 
1st Printing 30,000

 I Will Surprise My Friend! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423109624
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2008-06-03
Pages: 64
Price: $9.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In I
Will Surprise My Friend!, Gerald and Piggie want to play a game and surprise each other-but the biggest surprise is the one they least expect.

 I Will Take A Nap! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781484716304
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In I
Will Take a Nap! Gerald is tired and cranky. Will Piggie be in his dreams? Or will she keep Gerald from dreaming at all?
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 I'm Cool!

by Kate Mcmullan

ISBN: 9781443425827
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-10-06
Pages: 40
Price: $19.99

The Zamboni machine steps into the spotlight in this hilarious hockey read-aloud from the popular creators of I Stink! and I'm Dirty!
When the ice is full of cuts and ruts, only one machine has got the GUTS to clean it up. But can this slow-movin' ice fixer smooth the grooves before the
next game period? Or will he lose his COOL? The timer's ticking! BUZZZZZZ!
Full of super-colossal sound effects and high-impact illustrations, I'm Cool lets young readers ride alongside--and peek inside!-- Canada's wintery icon, the
Zamboni machine.
PRAISE FOR I'M BIG!
"It's unlikely the dino or readers will soon forget such a big adventure." --PUBLISHERS WEEKLY (STARRED REVIEW)
"Perfect as a read-aloud or a read-alone, this story about a lost youngster finding his courage and his mojo will secure a welcome place in the vast herd of
picture books available." --SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL (STARRED REVIEW)

 I'm a Frog! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423183051
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2013-10-15
Pages: 64
Price: $9.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In
I'm a Frog! Piggie has some ribbiting news! Can Gerald make the leap required to accept Piggie's new identity?

 I'm Not Cute!
by Jonathan Allen

ISBN: 9781907967979
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Baby Owl
Publisher: Boxer Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 32
Price: $18.95

Welcome back, Baby Owl! With visions of himself as a "huge, scary, sleek, sharp-eyed hunting machine," the adorable little creature goes out for a walk in
the woods. But every animal he meets thinks he's so cute, fluffy, and huggable! Poor Baby Owl. "I'm not cute!' he shouts. Then Mom comes along--and she
agrees, before coming up with the perfect solution. It's a real hoot that every kid will relate to.

 Let's Go for a Drive! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423164821
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2012-10-02
Pages: 64
Price: $9.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In
Let's Go for a Drive! Gerald and Piggie want to hit the road! But the best-laid plans of pigs and elephants often go awry.
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 Listen to My Trumpet! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)

by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423154044
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2012-02-07
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

A latest entry in the award-winning series featuring the unlikely animal duo finds an exuberant Piggie playing her new trumpet for Gerald, whose reaction
proves to be quite unexpected. By the Caldecott Honor-winning author of Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!

 Little Beauty
by Anthony Browne

ISBN: 9780763649678
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2010-08-24
Pages: 32
Price: $9.00

"No one renders primates with more faithful detail or surrealhumanity than Browne." --Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

Once there was a very special gorilla who had almost everything he needed. There was only one thing he didn't have: a friend. With no other gorillas at the
zoo, the keepers try something new. Will the gigantic ape strike a bond with another sort of creature, one as tiny and innocent as a kitten? Sparked by the
story of a real gorilla who learned to sign, Little Beauty is a celebration of a most surprising friendship.

 Mirror
by Suzy Lee

ISBN: 9781934734391
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Seven Footer Press
Pub. Date: 2010-04-27
Pages: 48
Price: $22.50

Stunning in its simplicity and grace, "Mirror" is visual tour de force that requires no words to tell its universal tale. Author and illustrator Lee masterfully
creates a world where a little girl explores and dances--at first cautiously, later exuberantly--with her reflection in the mirror. Full color.
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 The Most Magnificent Thing

by Ashley Spires

ISBN: 9781554537044
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Kids Can Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-20
Pages: 32
Price: $16.95

Award-winning author and illustrator Ashley Spires has created a charming picture book about an unnamed girl and her very best friend, who happens to be
a dog. The girl has a wonderful idea. "She is going to make the most MAGNIFICENT thing! She knows just how it will look. She knows just how it will
work. All she has to do is make it, and she makes things all the time. Easy-peasy!" But making her magnificent thing is anything but easy, and the girl tries
and fails, repeatedly. Eventually, the girl gets really, really mad. She is so mad, in fact, that she quits. But after her dog convinces her to take a walk, she
comes back to her project with renewed enthusiasm and manages to get it just right. For the early grades' exploration of character education, this funny book
offers a perfect example of the rewards of perseverance and creativity. The girl's frustration and anger are vividly depicted in the detailed art, and the story
offers good options for dealing honestly with these feelings, while at the same time reassuring children that it's okay to make mistakes. The clever use of
verbs in groups of threes is both fun and functional, offering opportunities for wonderful vocabulary enrichment. The girl doesn't just "make" her
magnificent thing -- she "tinkers and hammers and measures," she "smoothes and wrenches and fiddles," she "twists and tweaks and fastens." These precise
action words are likely to fire up the imaginations of youngsters eager to create their own inventions and is a great tie-in to learning about Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math.

 Mr. Wuffles!
by David Wiesner

ISBN: 9780618756612
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Caldecott Medal - Honors Winning Title
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 32
Price: $24.99

A 2014 Caldecott Honor Book      In a near wordless masterpiece that could only have been devised by David Wiesner, a cat named Mr. Wuffles doesn't care
about toy mice or toy goldfish. He's  much   more interested in playing with a little spaceship full of actual aliens-but the ship wasn't designed for this kind of
rough treatment. Between motion sickness and damaged equipment, the aliens are in deep trouble.When the space visitors dodge the cat and take shelter
behind the radiator to repair the damage, they make a host of insect friends. The result? A humorous exploration of cooperation between aliens and insects,
and of the universal nature of communication involving symbols, cave" paintings, and gestures of friendship. "

 My Bike
by  Byron Barton

ISBN: 9780062336996
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 40
Price: $21.00

A picture book about vehicles and things that go--in this case, bicycles and unicycles--by Byron Barton, the acclaimed creator of My Car, My Bus, and
numerous other classic titles!
Tom, the narrator of this cheerful picture book for preschoolers, is the proud owner of a bright green bicycle. After Tom describes all the parts of his bike, he
rides the bike to work. He rides along busy roads and bustling streets, past cars and buses and animals and people, until he arrives at the circus, changes into
his work clothes, and goes to work. It turns out that Tom is a clown, and his job is to ride a unicycle on a high wire under the big top! A fresh and fun look at
riding (on two wheels and one), community, transportation, and professions, with a surprise ending!
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 My Friend is Sad (An Elephant and Piggie Book)

by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423102977
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2007-04-01
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In
My Friend is Sad, elephant Gerald is down in the dumps.  Piggie is determined to cheer him up by dressing as a cowboy, a clown, and even a robot!  But
what does it take to make a sad elephant happy?  The  answer will make even pessimistic elephants smile.

 My New Friend Is So Fun! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423179580
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In
My New Friend Is So Fun!, Piggie has found a new friend! But is Gerald ready to share?

 Once Upon an Alphabet
by Oliver Jeffers

ISBN: 9780007514274
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-09-25
Pages: 112
Price: $26.99

A flagship publication, gloriously bringing the alphabet to life in irresistible Oliver Jeffers style!
The letters of our alphabet work tirelessly to make words that in turn make stories, but what if there was a story FOR each of the letters instead? Turn the
pages of this exquisite book to find out...
Here you will discover twenty-six short stories introducing a host of new characters (plus the occasional familiar face). From Edmund the astronaut with his
awkward fear of heights, via the dynamic new investigative duo of the Owl and the Octopus, through to the Zeppelin that just might get Edmund a little bit
closer to where he needs to be, this book is packed with funny, thrilling, perilous and above all entertaining tales inspired by every letter in the alphabet.
An adventure to follow from A to Z, or a treasure trove to dip in and out of, Once Upon an Alphabet is a work of exhilarating originality from artist Oliver
Jeffers, the creator of much-loved modern classics such as Lost and Found and The Incredible Book Eating Boy.
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 Owl Babies

by Martin Waddell

ISBN: 9780763617103
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2002-04-01
Pages: 32
Price: $9.00

A tender tale to remind the youngest of children that Mommy always comes back.

"I want my mommy!" Three baby owls awake one night to find their mother gone, and they can't help but wonder where she is. What is she doing? When
will she be back? What scary things move all around them? Stunning illustrations from striking perspectives capture the anxious little owls as they worry.
Not surprisingly, joyous flapping and dancing and bouncing greet the mother's return, lending a celebratory tone to the ending of this comforting tale. Never
has the plight of young ones who miss their mother been so simply told or so beautifully rendered.

 Pigs Make Me Sneeze! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423114116
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2009-10-06
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In
Pigs Make Me Sneeze!, Gerald believes he is allergic to his best friend! Will he have to stay away from Piggie forever?

 Press Here
by Herve Tullet

ISBN: 9780811879545
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2011-01-05
Pages: 56
Price: $21.99

3 YEARS on  The New York Times   bestseller list!  Irresistible." -  The Wall Street Journal   Press the yellow dot on the cover of this book, follow the
instructions within, and embark upon a magical journey! Each page of this surprising book instructs the reader to press the dots, shake the pages, tilt the
book, and who knows what will happen next! Children and adults alike will giggle with delight as the dots multiply, change direction, and grow in size!
Especially remarkable because the adventure occurs on the flat surface of the simple, printed page, this unique picture book about the power of imagination
and interactivity will provide read-aloud fun for all ages! And don't forget! Watch colors splatter, mix and transform in  Mix It Up!  , the highly anticipated
follow-up to  Press Here  . "
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 Rules of Summer

by  Shaun Tan

ISBN: 9780545639125
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 48
Price: $19.99

From the New York Times bestselling author of The Arrival!Never be late for a parade.
Never forget the password.
Never ruin a perfect plan.It's all about the rules. But what if the rules feel completely arbitrary? What if your older brother is the only one who gets to make
them up all summer long? And what if he's the only one who can save you when the darkness of winter comes rushing in?As usual, master artist and
storyteller Shaun Tan shows us the strange truth of ordinary things -- rules, relationships, despair, and hope -- as only he can.

 Sam and Dave Dig a Hole
by  Mac Barnett

ISBN: 9780763662295
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Irma S and James H Black Award for Excellence in Children's Literature
Publisher: Candlewick
Pub. Date: 2014-10-14
Pages: 40
Price: $19.00

A 2015 Caldecott Honor Book

With perfect pacing, the multi-award-winning, New York Times best-selling team of Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen dig down for a deadpan tale full of visual
humor.

Sam and Dave are on a mission. A mission to find something spectacular. So they dig a hole. And they keep digging. And they find . . . nothing. Yet the day
turns out to be pretty spectacular after all. Attentive readers will be rewarded with a rare treasure in this witty story of looking for the extraordinary -- and
finding it in a manner you'd never expect.

 Shh! We Have a Plan
by Chris Haughton

ISBN: 9780763672935
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Irma S and James H Black Honor for Excellence in Children's Literature
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 40
Price: $21.00

From the creator of Little Owl Lost and Oh No, George! comes a funny, strikingly illustrated story of best-laid plans -- and the secret to attracting the birdie.

Four friends creep through the woods, and what do they spot? An exquisite bird high in a tree! "Hello birdie," waves one. "Shh! We have a plan," hush the
others. They stealthily make their advance, nets in the air. Ready one, ready two, ready three, and go! But as one comically foiled plan follows another, it
soon becomes clear that their quiet, observant companion, hand outstretched, has a far better idea. Award-winning author-illustrator Chris Haughton is back
with another simple, satisfying story whose visual humor plays out in boldly graphic, vibrantly colorful illustrations.
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 Should I Share My Ice Cream? (An Elephant and Piggie Book)

by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423143437
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2011-06-14
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In
Should I Share My Ice Cream? Gerald has a big decision to make. But will he make it in time?  Using vocabulary that is perfect for beginning readers (and
vetted by an early-learning specialist), Mo Willems has crafted a funny story about the challenges of doing the right thing. Fans of the Geisel Award-winning
duo will eagerly eat it up!

 There Is a Bird on Your Head!
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423106869
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Elephant & Piggie Books
Publisher: H.B. Fenn & Company
Pub. Date: 2007-07-01
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In
There Is a Bird On My Head!, Gerald discovers that there is something worse than a bird on your head-two birds on your head!  Can Piggie help her best
friend?

 Today I Will Fly! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423102953
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2007-04-01
Pages: 64
Price: $9.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best
friends.Today, I Will Fly! is the funny introduction to the characters.  Piggie is determined to fly.  But Gerald the elephant knows that's impossible--isn't it?

 Waiting Is Not Easy! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by  Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423199571
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2014-11-04
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.
Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.
Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.

Gerald and Piggie are best friends.

In Waiting Is Not Easy!, Piggie has a surprise for Gerald, but he is going to have to wait for it. And Wait. And wait some more...
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 Watch Me Throw the Ball! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)

by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423113485
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2009-03-17
Pages: 64
Price: $9.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald and Piggie are best friends.In
Watch Me Throw the Ball!,  Gerald is determined to teach Piggie that ball-throwing is serious business... but Piggie is just as determined to have serious fun.

 The Watermelon Seed
by  Greg Pizzoli

ISBN: 9781423171010
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2013-05-14
Pages: 40
Price: $17.99

With perfect comic pacing, Greg Pizzoli introduces us to one funny crocodile who has one big fear: swallowing a watermelon seed. What will he do when
his greatest fear is realized? Will vines sprout out his ears? Will his skin turn pink? This crocodile has a wild imagination that kids will love.With bold color
and beautiful sense of design, Greg Pizzoli's picture book debut takes this familiar childhood worry and gives us a true gem in the vein of I Want My Hat
Back and Not a Box.

 We Are in a Book! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
by Mo Willems

ISBN: 9781423133087
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Elephant and Piggie Book
Publisher: Disney-Hyperion
Pub. Date: 2010-09-14
Pages: 64
Price: $10.99

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not. Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can. Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to. Gerald and Piggie are best friends. In
We Are in a Book! Gerald and Piggie discover the joy of being read. But what will happen when the book ends?!

 Zoe and the Fawn
by Catherine Jameson

ISBN: 9781894778435
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Zoe and the Fawn
Publisher: Theytus Books
Pub. Date: 2006-11-01
Pages: 32
Price: $12.95

A lovely and gentle picture book with a touching storyline that greatly appeals to younger readers.  Beautifully integrates Native Okanagan words and
expressions into the text.
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